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CAKES ARE
HEALTHY, TOO -
YOU JUST EAT A

SMALL SLICE.

MARY BERRY
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CHAPTER ONE
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Here’s the deal. Before we dive into the nitty gritty, I wanted to take a
moment to thank you for buying this book, and welcome you into a
piece of my life! 
 
By reading this book, you’ll get to learn more about me, what made me
decide to go dairy-free, and what I’ve learned in the 14 years since I cut
dairy out of my life. 
 
This book has been a huge undertaking and a labor of love for me, and I
couldn’t have finished it without the support of friends and family
cheering me on, 7 years of blogs under my belt, and an audience that
wanted to read what I had to say. 
 
So, I thank you, and I’ll probably thank you about 300 more times
before this short but jam-packed eBook is over. 

WELCOME!



What else can you expect from this book? I’ll tell you how
to survive at functions where you can’t control the menu,
what products you should never buy, and what foods you
will buy again and again. 
 
I’ll even give you some local tips for places to eat if you
ever come to Milwaukee. 
 
If you’re curious about some of the science behind going
dairy-free, I’ve got a couple chapters for that, too. I
researched why goat and sheep cheese might work for
some people who can’t handle cow dairy, which
conditions are commonly associated with lactose
intolerance, and the nutritional data on different dairy
substitutes. 
 
Now, I'm not a medical professional, but I am a former
journalist, academic, and natural-born researcher. The
information I share in this book is from my research and
personal experience, but should not be taken as medical
advice. If something you read inspires you to talk to a
doctor or nutritionist, awesome! But the only thing I can
speak on with authority is my own experience, which I
hope you'll find valuable and interesting. 
 
For those of you who make it all the way to the end of the
book, I’ll reward you with some of my favorite recipes. 
 
Whether you’re just starting out going dairy-free, or
you’ve been doing it for years and want to read my
perspective on it, or you’re just a super sweet supportive
friend who bought a copy of this book, I hope you’ll find
something to value or learn from what I’ve put together. 
 
One quick disclosure before we continue: This eBook
contains links, some of which are affiliate links. If you click
on them and buy something, I may receive some
compensation. I only link products I love and believe in.
You can read my full disclosure on my website. 
 
OK, let's get started!

C H A P T E R
O N E
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ONE CANNOT
THINK WELL,
LOVE WELL,

SLEEP WELL, IF
ONE HAS NOT
DINED WELL.

VIRGINIA WOOLF
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CHAPTER TWO
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I have a theory that most of us are very bad at listening to what our
bodies are telling us. If we form an awareness of what’s happening in
there, it’s usually once we get a little older, and only because
something is going very wrong. At the very least, I can say that was my
experience. I wasn’t even the first person to realize I needed to go
dairy-free; I have my doctor to thank. 
 
Near the end of my senior year of high school, I started paying closer
attention to my body. I had spent over a year dating someone who had
a fast metabolism and a penchant for junk food (aka any teen boy you
know), plus 2 years working at Chuck E Cheese. My body felt sluggish
and off, and I also wasn’t happy with what I saw in the mirror. So, I
decided to do something about it. 
 

WHEN MY BODY TALKED TO ME



My goal was to lose weight and feel better in my clothes. 
I started by finding and following an exercise website,
and read up on portion control, making some healthy
swaps for my normal favorites. It wasn’t until I started
losing weight that I tuned into my body and paid
attention to how it responded to certain exercises and
foods. 
 
My weight loss was swift and my dedication bordered on
obsession: I lost almost 30 pounds in a matter of months,
mostly by working out every chance I got. While my
method for weight loss wasn’t the healthiest (more on
that in a future book), it did provide me that gift of
awareness, that look inward at what my body was doing
and how I was feeling.  
 
It wasn’t until my last year of high school that I noticed
my digestive system was always a little off. Looking back,
I can remember eating lunch and feeling miserable for
hours. I’d squirm in my seat in Spanish class, wondering
how other people were struggling through feeling lousy
after their lunches. 
 
I file that reflection under the growing repository of times
Sammi thought something was normal when it
completely was not normal. I have a habit of getting used
to fairly shitty situations that I had no idea were fixable. 
 
Exhibit A: My vision. For the first 7 years of my life, I
believed that everyone had blurry vision, because I never
knew anything different. I can’t tell you why I thought it
was perfectly acceptable to watch the TV with binoculars
from the couch, but that’s kid logic for you. 
 
It wasn’t until I failed an eye exam that it was brought to
my attention I should be able to read the large books
from the back of the classroom, and that people can see
leaves on trees from cars. 
 C H A P T E R

T W O
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Much like I thought everyone was walking around seeing
the world out of focus, I suppose I also thought people
felt bloated and gross after eating.
 
Eventually, my body yelled loud enough for me to listen,
and I brought the issue to my family doctor. I described
my symptoms, and almost immediately, he diagnosed
me with IBS, and suggested I remove dairy from my diet
for one week to see how I felt. 
 
The change was the difference between night and day.
His solution was simple: Don’t eat dairy again, and you
should feel better, and take Miralax and probiotics to get
your system back to normal.
 
Over the past 14 years, I’ve identified foods I’d consider
triggers, I’ve tried different supplements and medications
to combat my issues, but the biggest help has been
removing cow milk and associated foods from my diet
completely (more on sheep and goat products later in the
book). 
 
Within the first couple years of cutting out lactose, I also
removed casein, whey, and any other dairy derivative
from my diet.
 
For the first year or so, I tried to make dairy work with my
life. I’d load up on Lactaids before dates at Indian
restaurants, just to eat some paneer and ghee-laden
menu items. Or, I’d consume a run-of-the-mill donut and
start a timer in my head for how long I’d be able to hang
out before I needed to make an excuse to leave and run
home to my bathroom. 
 
Let’s just say, it didn’t take long before the drawbacks
outweighed the benefits
 

C H A P T E R
T W O
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At this very moment, I’m not sure how exactly I’d classify
everything I can’t eat. I was recently diagnosed with SIBO
(Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth), which has been a
really hard thing to contend with. 
 
SIBO has caused me to completely change my diet and
alter the way I think about what food is good for me. My
next goal after this eBook is to document those
experiences so I can help anyone else going through
more complicated dietary issues, and cover those in a
future book.
 
My hope is that by sharing these stories, you may be able
to better identify something going on in your life as not
normal, and do something to change it sooner rather
than later. 
 
Every person is different, and there is no one-size-fits-all
perfect diet I can recommend. Listening to your body is
going to get you that much closer to living a better and
healthier life. 
 
I’d love to hear your story, if you’re willing to share it.
Email me at sammi@dairyfreestate.com, and let me
know if you’d be willing to share your story with me for
the blog. I look forward to hearing from you!

C H A P T E R
T W O
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I HATE PEOPLE
WHO ARE NOT

SERIOUS ABOUT
MEALS. IT IS SO

SHALLOW OF
THEM.

OSCAR WILDE
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CHAPTER THREE
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Wrestling with dietary restrictions isn’t easy. It can feel isolating to
learn you can’t eat everything you used to enjoy. You find yourself
getting left out of things you may have previously taken for granted,
like free pizza being offered on a college campus, donut day in the
office, or cake at a friend’s birthday party or wedding. You start to feel
perpetually negative, being forced to say “no thank you” to every offer
that gets placed in front of you, feeling like a jerk in the process. 
 
However, I have learned that if you start talking about your dietary
restrictions, you will find others in the same boat. It is exhausting
having to explain what you can and can’t eat all the time. It can be a
huge relief to find someone who understands you. That’s exactly the
feeling I enjoyed when I moved in with someone who had even more
dietary restrictions than I did. 
 

FINDING AND FORMING MY COMMUNITY



We just got each other. Things were easy, at least where
food was concerned. The drama with our third roommate
is a story for another day. 
 
My roommate had celiac disease and also couldn’t eat
cow milk, so the two of us shared most of our food. She
was the one who clued me in that goat and sheep cheese
might work for me (more on that in Chapter 13). Talking
about food with her was the first time since finding out I
couldn’t eat dairy that I didn’t feel so alone. 
 
Over time, the people closest to you will get to
understand you better, and you may even change their
minds and attitudes towards your new diet. My parents
never buy milk anymore, opting always for soy or almond
alternatives. 
 
I have had parents of significant others learn what was
safe for me to eat and plan and label accordingly, despite
never having to worry about food intolerances or allergies
before meeting me. 
 
So many friends, family members, and coworkers have
been delighted to find that dairy-free versions of food
they already love don’t have to taste bad just because
they’re made with different ingredients. 

C H A P T E R
T H R E E
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What at first feels like a weird and isolating part of your
life can also serve as your chance to educate other
people. 
 
Of course, it’s also important to take time to find your
people. Comment and connect on my blog, find a
Facebook group (there’s one for everything nowadays),
find local meetups for people with your dietary needs, or
join online forums. 
 
The world will never cater to you, especially if you’re
dairy-free. For some reason, gluten-free food and other
diets like keto get way bigger play and understanding
than dairy-free living. But, you can find restaurants that
communicate allergens well. 
 
You can go out with your friends who don’t make you feel
weird for not sharing a dessert. You can change your
parents’ old habits. You can do it just by talking about
what you’re eating, and sharing your experiences with
others. I promise!

C H A P T E R
T H R E E
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YOU CAN'T JUST EAT
GOOD FOOD. YOU'VE
GOT TO TALK ABOUT
IT TOO. AND YOU'VE
GOT TO TALK ABOUT

IT TO SOMEBODY
WHO UNDERSTANDS
THAT KIND OF FOOD.

KURT VONNEGUT
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CHAPTER FOUR
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One of the reasons I started writing Dairy-Free State was to save others
like myself from wasting their money on inferior products. I cut dairy
out of my diet starting 2006. While there are many great dairy-free
products on the market today, this was not the case 14 years ago. 
 
A lot of the purchases I made involved trial and error. I dedicated an
entire section of my blog to reviews to try and prevent people from
making the same mistakes I did. 
 
I should feel lucky that my list of absolutely dreadful products is much
shorter than the list of products I love. Still, I have to warn you, dear
readers, away from seven things I will either never eat again or will
approach with extreme caution in the future. 

DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY



1. Daiya Cream Cheese 
 
While some Daiya products are divisive, I generally love
what they make. The shredded cheese is melty, the slices
are perfect for grilled sandwiches, and the yogurt is one
of my all-time favorites. However, I will never get behind
Daiya cream cheese. No matter when you buy it, it always
tastes like it has gone bad. I also know one thing worse
than not being involved in communal food at work:
Someone repeatedly buying me this cream cheese,
despite me telling them time and again that it was one of
the worst things I had ever eaten, and to please stop
buying it already, only to see it pile up in our refrigerator.
Shudder. Never again. 
 
2. Kite Hill Cream Cheese 
 
Likewise, I have a hard time getting behind Kite Hill’s
cream cheese. I am fully aware that I may just be spoiled
by Tofutti’s Better Than Cream Cheese (whose praises I
will sing in the next chapter), but every other brand of
dairy-free cream cheese I have tried does not measure up
to it. I love many Kite Hill products, but this is one I will
keep at arm’s length. The only other dairy-free cream
cheese I have tried and liked was a “tofu cream cheese,”
as it’s called in New York, at a bagel shop near my hotel. It
must be a pretty hard thing to get just right. 
 
3. Vega One Yogurt 
 
I was excited to try Vega One yogurt, because I think their
protein powder isn’t half bad. However, I couldn’t get
through the entire container without being repulsed. It
was a gritty mess, with a look and taste like runny glue.
For some reason, I seem to collect yogurt reviews on my
blog, but I particularly enjoyed writing this one. I let the
displeasure flow through my fingers. 

C H A P T E R
F O U R
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4. Silk Yogurt 
 
One of the posts hat has received the most comments
has been my review of Silk yogurt. To be fair, I tried it
years ago, but the experience was so off-putting I’ve
never been back. There are so many great smooth, thick,
and creamy yogurts on the market, so why return to
something I hated? If someone tells me they had a
positive recent experience, I may try it again. 
 
5. Follow Your Heart Cheese 
 
Follow Your Heart is a relatively old brand in the grand
scheme of milk alternatives. I’ve seen their vegan mayo
and cheeses on shelves for as long as I can remember.
While I usually pick up their mayo, opting for it over the
real thing, and enjoy their Parmesan on vegan ravioli, I
don’t enjoy much else from the brand. 
 
6. Nancy’s Yogurt 
 
I really sound like a yogurt-hater with this list, but this
was another instance where I tried Nancy’s yogurts once
and never looked back. Spare yourself. 
 
7. Most dairy- and gluten-free frozen pizzas 
 
There are a few frozen pizza brands I love and will cover in
the next chapter. However, I have had a string of bad
experiences, especially with gluten- and dairy-free frozen
pizzas. I was trying to remember the name of one that
really stood out to me: The cheese never melted, and by
the time it started to melt a little, the crust was charcoal.
It’s hard to get frozen pizza just right, so I stay very close
to my tried and true favorites. 
 
Tell me: What have you tried that you never want to eat
again? Email me at sammi@dairyfreestate.com and we
could warn others! C H A P T E R

F O U R
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ICE-CREAM IS
EXQUISITE.

WHAT A PITY IT
ISN'T ILLEGAL.

VOLTAIRE
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Thank goodness this chapter is going to be longer than the last one.
That means most of the food I’ve bought and tried has been awesome! 
 
Unfortunately, it’s usually the negative experiences that stand out to us
far more than the positive ones. 
 
I’m working to turn that around. Here are brands I have loved over the
years, and keep me coming back for more. 
 

CHAPTER FIVE

20

11 BRANDS I LOVE



1. So Delicious
 
So Delicious is one of my favorite dairy-free lines, and has
been for years. Not only do they have great-tasting
yogurts, ice creams, whipped toppings, milk substitutes,
and creamers, they also have impeccable customer
service. 
 
Years ago, I had a run of bad yogurts from So Delicious.
No matter how fresh the yogurts were, when I opened
them, they’d be moldy already. I was so disappointed,
especially because dairy-free yogurts, as you probably
already know, are not cheap. 
 
I reached out to So Delicious on Twitter, and they not only
responded quickly, they worked with me to figure out the
problem. It seemed that there was a problem in the
shipment or storage process. 
 
I also informed my local grocery store, which also took
the matter seriously. I ended up with a book full of So
Delicious coupons, the problem got solved, and I’ve never
had that issue again. Talk about creating a loyal customer
for life. 
 
If you haven’t tried anything from So Delicious yet, I’d
suggest the Oat Milk Caramel Apple Crumble Ice Cream,
the CocoWhip (way better than Cool Whip), and the
blueberry coconut milk yogurt. 

C H A P T E R
F I V E
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https://amzn.to/387iyWW


2. Tofutti
 
I will sing Tofutti’s praises as long as I live. The Canadian
company makes flawless reproductions of some of your
dairy-laden favorites. I have never found better cream
cheese or sour cream, and I doubt I ever will. 
 
Tofutti used to make frozen pizzas that tasted like
elementary school, in a good way. They also have sinfully
delicious cheese blintzes. I had a lot of success working
with their ricotta as well - perfect for stuffed shells or
lasagna. I love picking up Tofutti Cuties, small ice cream
sandwiches that are perfect for a little sweet treat that
doesn’t make you ever feel like you’re going overboard.
 
If you avoid products with trans fats, there are a few
Tofutti items you will not be able to buy, but they also
have products like their cream cheese in non-
hydrogenated versions, so just read their labels carefully. 
 
I made some awesome dairy-free everything bagel
crescent rolls filled with Tofutti cream cheese, and
nobody believed they were vegan. That’s how good their
products are. 
 
3. Earth Balance
 
A few years ago, Earth Balance exploded in my local 
co-op, going from offering great salted and unsalted
dairy-free butters to all kinds of tasty snacks - chips, puffs,
and PB clusters being standouts. 
 
There is nothing from Earth Balance that I have tried and
hated. I love their coconutty peanut butter. I love that
they have tried out so many products over the years.
Earth Balance is always a staple in my baking, and there
will never be a time you won’t be able to find some
unsalted buttery sticks in my fridge. Can’t wait to see
what’s next! C H A P T E R

F I V E
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4. Coconut Bliss 
 
Luna and Larry’s Coconut Bliss ice creams were the first
coconut-based ice creams I had ever tried, and I was
hooked at first bite. 
 
Their chocolate peanut butter ice cream will always be
one of my favorites. It never lasted long in my freezer,
because it’s one of those pints where you try to follow the
peanut butter swirl all the way to the bottom. 
 
The only downside of coconut milk ice cream is that you
have to wait quite a while for it to thaw on the counter
and hit a temperature your spoon can dig through.
Coconut Bliss is always worth the wait. 
 
5. Amy’s Kitchen 
 
Amy’s is another brand I have been eating since I started
going dairy-free. While I’m not a raving fan of everything
Amy’s Kitchen makes, I would argue they make many
more delicious products than so-so ones.
 
My favorite frozen pizza on the planet is Amy’s Roasted
Vegetable Pizza. I remember my mom eating it when I
was younger, and it looked so weird to me that I was
convinced there was no way it would taste good. I’m so
glad I decided to be adventurous one day, because it
ended up being the best frozen pizza I had ever tasted. 
 
It’s a very unusual pizza - with a sweet, balsamic-like
glaze over the vegetables, no cheese, and no sauce - but I
have served it to quite a few people who now love it, too. 
 
Amy’s Vegan Margherita Pizza is also tasty. Plus, there will
always be a special place in my heart for their Vegan Rice
Mac & Cheeze, the ultimate in comfort food. 
 

C H A P T E R
F I V E
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6. Ben & Jerry’s 
 
I used to stalk Ben & Jerry’s website, looking time and
again to see if they had changed their stance on making
non-dairy ice creams. 
 
For years, nothing changed. They were firm in their
decision that they were producing high-quality ice
creams from Vermont cows, and nothing was ever going
to change that. Sorry, vegans and lactose intolerant folks.
You won’t get to enjoy Ben & Jerry’s ever. 
 
Then, out of the blue, they changed their mind! This fan
girl could not have been more thrilled. 
 
Now, they still haven’t made a non-dairy version of my
favorite Ben & Jerry’s flavor, Phish Food, but they have
come out with some truly excellent new flavors, like PB &
Cookies, plus dairy-free versions of classic flavors, like
Cherry Garcia and Peanut Butter Half-Baked. 
 
Maybe, someday, I’ll get the Phish Food I dream about yet
again. 
 
7. Daiya
 
I might hate Daiya’s cream cheese, but their yogurts,
cheeses, and dressings are delicious. A few restaurants in
town use Daiya shredded cheeses and cheese sauce in
their non-dairy dishes, and it does melt down quite well. 
 
However, I’m even more about their yogurts. Theirs are
some of the thickest non-dairy yogurts I’ve been able to
find. If you’re a fan of Greek-style yogurt, you’ll love what
they make. The black cherry and peach are my personal
favorites. 

C H A P T E R
F I V E
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8. Field Roast 
 
This is supposed to be a list of dairy-alternative products,
but I don’t see how I can bring up Field Roast Chao
Cheese without bringing up all the other great products
Field Roast makes as well. 
 
It is really hard to convince a meat eater to try a veggie
dog or sausage. Early incarnations of those products all
came out rubbery and flavorless. 
 
Field Roast changed all that: Their sausages and
frankfurters are dense, flavorful, and grill up beautifully. 
 
I love Field Roast’s Celebration Roast, and use it all the
time for vegan wellingtons. Their Chao Cheese is one of
the best melty non-dairy cheeses I’ve tried. I use their
slices the most often for things like egg sandwiches or
topping veggie burgers. 
 
9. Miyokos 
 
If you live in Wisconsin, and it’s Packer season, you are
never far away from a cheese spread. 
 
Merkts and Kaukauna are practically staples in Wisconsin
fridges. Heck, our local hockey team used to have RACING
cheese spreads. 
 
Instead of feeling left out, you can join in the fun with
Miyokos cheese spreads. I first tried their spreads at a
vegan food expo and was amazed and how much they
tasted like the real thing. The cheddar is so tangy and
perfect on pretzels. 

C H A P T E R
F I V E
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10. Kite Hill and Rising Moon Ravioli 
 
There are some foods that are inextricably linked to
memories. That’s my experience with ravioli. When I was
growing up, I ate ravioli once a week. I can’t remember
the brand, but it was one of the ones you got by the
cheese in the dairy case, not in cans. 
 
Ravioli was really hard for me to give up going dairy-free,
until I stumbled on Rising Moon products. Their butternut
squash and spinach florentine flavors are to die for. 
 
Kite Hill came to my grocery store more recently, and I
love how creamy their spinach ravioli tastes. I’d love to
get my hands on the tortellini, but I haven’t found it near
me yet. 
 
11. Cedar Teeth Pizzas 
 
Finally, I need to give some local love to Cedar Teeth
pizza. I am, as I said, generally cautious about frozen
pizzas, but I feel so lucky to have Cedar Teeth in
Milwaukee. 
 
Their Vegan Peanut Gallery pizza is not only one of the
most unique pizzas I’ve ever had, it’s also one of the most
delicious. Peanuts, broccoli, cauliflower, all in this
awesome spicy, Thai-style sauce and topped with sesame
seeds? Heaven. 

C H A P T E R
F I V E
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TRAINING IS
EVERYTHING. THE

PEACH WAS ONCE A
BITTER ALMOND;
CAULIFLOWER IS

NOTHING BUT
CABBAGE WITH A

COLLEGE
EDUCATION.

MARK TWAIN
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One of the first problems I encountered when I started going dairy-free
was having conversation after conversation with people who didn’t
seem to grasp that some of the foods they were convinced contained
dairy were, in fact, dairy-free. 
 
Of course, the opposite is true as well (more on that in the next
chapter), but there are some foods and products I seem to get asked
about all the time. 
 
So, in an interest to save time, and help you find some foods you may
not have known were fine for you to eat, I present my list of 24(ish)
foods you won’t believe are dairy-free! 
 

CHAPTER SIX

28

24 SURPRISINGLY DAIRY-FREE FOODS



1. Oreos 
 
I’m not saying that this list is healthy in any way, or that
any of these foods should be part of your regular diet, but
it’s true that Oreos are technically vegan, if you subscribe
to a looser meaning of the term. I can’t speak to the
method they use in processing the sugar, but there is no
dairy, gelatin, or egg in an Oreo. Every flavor I have
encountered at the grocery store is dairy-free. Oreos are
one of my guilty pleasures, so I tend to pick these up a
few times per year. I highly recommend the vanilla
birthday cake, red velvet, and chocolate peanut butter pie
varieties. 
 
2. Jello instant puddings 
 
I don’t miss that much about eating dairy anymore, now
that I’ve spent years without it, but I do miss pudding on
occasion. Luckily, you don’t have to go to some specialty
store every time you have a craving. Many varieties of
Jello pudding, including vanilla, chocolate fudge, and
butterscotch. With these mixes, you’re going to add your
dairy-free milk of choice and allow them to thicken. In my
experience, the mixes work best if you use less dairy-free
milk than what they call for. If the box calls for 2 cups, use
1 cup and add more if needed to make sure the pudding
has the right consistency. I even used these boxes to
make vegan paczkis one year, truly a grueling yet
rewarding ordeal. 
 
3. Brownie mixes 
 
Just like Jello mixes, not all brownie mixes are going to be
dairy-free, but I’ve been shocked to find so many that are.
If you find a brownie mix that requires you add eggs and
oil, chances are, you’ve found one that will be safe for you
to eat. If you want the mix to be egg-free as well,
substitute using banana, applesauce, or any of the other
suggestions in Chapter 12. 
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4. Crumpets 
 
Duffy’s Crumpets are available at many stores near my
hometown, and I like buying them as an alternative to
English muffins, which usually contain milk. 
 
I love the little crevasses that hold whatever awesome
topping you put on them, and they’re usually lower
calorie than most English muffins or toasts. Win-win! 
 
5. Tartar Sauce 
 
For some reason, one of the top searches that takes
people to my website is the question, “Does tartar sauce
contain dairy?” I’m here to tell you, once and for all, NO.
 
Tartar sauce is mostly mayo plus relish. Neither of these
items individually contain dairy, and when combined…still
don’t. Enjoy tartar sauce at your next Friday fish fry with
reckless abandon!
 
6. Eggs 
 
This leads me to my next point. One of the most common
misconceptions I run into is that eggs are dairy products.
I think the confusion stems from the fact that you have to
purchase eggs in a section of the grocery store labeled
“dairy,” but these are two different things. 
 
Dairy is a byproduct that comes from a cow, goat, sheep…
you get the picture. Something that can be milked, and
that milk can be made into products like butter, ice
cream, yogurt, and cream cheese, to name a few. 
 
Eggs are the byproduct of chickens, have nothing to do
with milk, and many people who can’t handle dairy from
a cow or other animals does just fine with eggs. 
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So, if you ask a server at a restaurant if something
contains dairy, and they reply by mentioning that a menu
item has egg in it, you may need to explain to them what
you’re asking, and be very cautious with your ordering.
 
I’ve encountered servers and restaurant owners who 100
percent get the difference between eggs and dairy, and
even go as far as understanding what I mean when I say
no cow dairy, but goat and sheep are okay. Those are my
favorite restaurants, and I revisit them frequently. 
 
However, if I go somewhere where the staff doesn’t quite
get what I’m saying, I play on the safest side, ask for
menu items I’m positive would have no reason to contain
dairy, and call it a day. My advice is to know where you
can be adventurous, and where to play it safe. 
 
7. Mayo 
 
Mayo is an egg-based product. In its most basic form, it
doesn’t contain much more than egg, vinegar or lemon
juice, oil, and mustard. Unless the mayo has something
like parmesan in it, it should be totally safe for you to eat. 
 
8. Aioli 
 
I’m beating a dead horse, but I really want to get the
point across that these egg-based foods are, for the most
part, fine for dairy-free folks. 
 
Most aioli consist of mayo plus some other ingredients to
give it a specific flavor, like extra lemon, Sriracha, or basil.
Unless the aioli contains cheese, you should be able to
eat it on your fancy sandwich, or as an elevated dip for
your fries.  
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9. Coleslaw 
 
Some coleslaw is made with a vinegar base. Other recipes
include mayo, which as we know at this point is fine.
Sometimes, ingredients in products like coleslaw or tuna
salad are out of the norm at restaurants. They may add
sour cream in addition to mayo to add more tanginess, so
I always ask when I’m eating somewhere new if the
recipe includes anything like that, just to be sure. 
 
10. Potato salad 
 
Last one in this vein, I swear. In general, potato salad and
coleslaw that you find at your average deli counter will be
dairy-free. 
 
Most American-style potato salads include eggs, mayo,
and mustard as a base. It doesn’t hurt asking if you can’t
take a look at the ingredients, but you’re usually going to
be fine with potato salads. 
 
11. Crescent rolls 
 
While I enjoy making my own food, and eat at home far
more often than I eat out, sometimes going in-between
and picking up some prepared or easy-to-prepare items
can help when I’m short on time, or need to get a lot of
food ready for a party. 
 
Crescent rolls have been one of the tricks up my sleeve
for years. They’re versatile - I can make them into pigs in a
blanket, mini cherry pies, or vegan wellingtons. 
 
They’re flaky, people-pleasing, delicious, and usually
dairy-free. All Pillsbury varieties I’ve seen in the store, plus
most generic brands, don’t have any milk or butter.
Sometimes the higher-end brands do, so read the labels
before you take a tube home. And, as always, proceed
with caution opening those things. The pop can be scary! C H A P T E R
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12. Poppy seed dressing 
 
When I started off on my dairy-free journey, I figured my
days of creamy dressings were over. A lot has changed in
14 years. Not only can I get products like Daiya ranch and
Caesar dressings, I can also top anything I want with my
all-time favorite salad dressing: Brianna’s Rich Poppy
Seed Dressing. 
 
Now, I don’t buy this all the time. It’s pretty rich and
decadent. However, once or twice a year, I’ll pick up a
bottle and indulge. This dressing goes great on almost
any salad, especially one with a little fruit involved, and
it’s excellent tossed with broccoli slaw. 
 
Panera’s poppy seed dressing is a light and non-creamy
version of this dressing - also good, and a little healthier
for you, but when you’re missing being able to eat
creamy dairy items, Brianna’s will scratch that itch. 
 
13. Apple butter 
 
Another common misconception is that anything with
“butter” in the name has to have actual butter in it. Not
the case! 
 
My grandmother suffered from this belief: She thought
that peanut butter and jelly sandwiches needed to
contain peanuts (in the form of peanut butter), butter,
and jelly. Needless to say, I came out of my childhood a
little bit scarred from those.
 
Apple butter, much like peanut butter, is more of a
description of the consistency, and less indicative of the
ingredients involved in making the product. The most
common apple butter ingredients are apples, sugars,
cinnamon, and vanilla. Spread away! 
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14. Dip mixes 
 
Being a born and raised Wisconsinite, tailgating and
making food for Packer parties is in my blood. I was
raised to believe that chips and dips could serve as a
suitable Sunday meal. If you were really hungry, just
throw something else on the grill! 
 
Our family friends have a traditional onion-based dip they
serve at Packer parties, which I can no longer enjoy.
However, I’ve discovered that most dip mixes are dairy-
free! 
 
For almost any get-together, you’ll find a vegan dip or
two on my table, made with french onion soup mix, dill
mix, you name it! Most people don’t even know it’s dairy-
free and eat it, not tasting a difference. I recommend
using Tofutti vegan sour cream for the best results. I’ve
never had any other vegan sour cream that could hold a
candle to Tofutti. 
 
15. McDonald’s apple pies 
 
Most of my friends know that I am, for the most part, anti-
fast food. I occasionally partake in something dairy-free at
Culver’s (not as hard to find as you might think), and I’ve
been gobbling up some Burger King Impossible
Whoppers lately, but you really can’t pay me to set foot in
a McDonald’s. 
 
I make an exception for the only item on the menu that is
truly meat-free and dairy-free: the pies. Sadly, McDonald’s
fries and chicken McNuggets are not dairy-free. Heck, the
fries even contain beef powder. 
 
The one item on the menu that is appropriate for a dairy-
free diet is the apple pie, or the cherry pie in select
seasons. I tend to buy these pies once a year, usually after
a particularly hard day or week as a reward, and yes, I’ll
buy 2 for $1, because what do I look like, an idiot? 
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16. Teddy Grahams 
 
Some foods are fun to eat because they take us back to
our childhoods. A lot of those childhood foods are now
off-limits to me, including Goldfish (although I heard a
rumor they were making a dairy-free version soon),
Dunkaroos (making a comeback at a grocery store near
you this year), and Sprinklins (why did adults let us eat
yogurt with sprinkles in it? Were they nuts?) 
 
Teddy Grahams, on the other hand, can stay on your
juvenile shopping list. Cinnamon, honey, chocolate, and
chocolate chip varieties are all dairy-free. If you have a
looser vegan diet, you’ll want to avoid the honey Teddy
Grahams, for obvious reasons. 
 
17. Kettle Corn 
 
I’m not sure if it’s because I live in a state that has such
cold winters, but when it’s nice enough to be outside
most of the time, I take full advantage. 
 
We have a string of months that many have nicknamed
“patio season,” which starts when it’s comfortable enough
to sit outside with a light jacket in the middle of spring
through late fall. You’ll find people out on patios, at parks,
and at farmer’s markets, as much as possible during that
time. 
 
I fully embrace Wisconsin’s farmer’s markets, and at
almost every one, you’ll find someone selling kettle corn.
While I have to miss out on the traditional tri-flavor
popcorn tins that seem to be at every Midwest home
during the holidays, I don’t have to say no to kettle corn. 
 
Outside of very rare instances, all kettle corn I’ve found
contains corn, salt, sugar, and oil. It’s the perfect
substitute for caramel corn. I can be a bit of an addict
with this stuff, so I try to limit my purchases to summers,
when I can get it freshly popped. 
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18. Veggie Booty and Earth Balance puffs 
 
Sometimes, you just want junk food and snacks that
aren’t good for you, but satisfy that salty or savory craving
you’re after. I used to love Cheetos, especially the really
puffy kind, but Veggie Booty and Earth Balance puffs are
great substitutes. Veggie Booty, the vegan version of
Pirate’s Booty, is a savory, salty, yeasty puffed corn snack
with veggie powders. 
 
Earth Balance has come out with a line of puffed snacks
that are the closest you’re going to get to Cheetos
without eating dairy. The aged white cheddar is SO
GOOD you’ll forget you’re not eating actual cheese. 
 
19. Nature Valley crunchy granola bars 
 
Once you go dairy-free, most granola bars are off-limits to
you, especially the chewy ones. I’ve found a few varieties
that are dairy-free, including one at Trader Joe’s, but
anything like Quaker? Forget about it. 
 
Nature Valley has a line of crunchy granola bars that
come in a few different flavors, and all of them are dairy-
free! I like to stash a few in my glove compartment or
purse before an event with an unknown menu, especially
the peanut butter ones, that do a much better job of
filling you up. 
 
These also remind me of my childhood. My babysitter
used to have these on hand for us to snack on after
school. 
 
20. Pop Tarts 
 
Not that I ever really have a desire to eat Pop Tarts, but
for those of you who are looking for a pastry, toasted or
otherwise, here you go! Many varieties of Pop Tarts are
dairy-free, including the traditional strawberry frosted
ones. 
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21. Girl Scout cookies 
 
Depending on where you live, and where your nearby Girl
Scout troops order from, you may be able to eat most of
the cookies on their order form. If you know their bakery
is ABC, or that they sell “Caramel deLites” and not
“Samoas,” you’re dealing with the right cookies. 
 
The cookies that are normally available and are vegan
include Thin Mints, Peanut Butter Patties, Thanks-a-Lots,
Lemonades, and S’mores. If your local troop sells Little
Brownie Bakers cookies, you’re out of luck.  
 
22. Thousand island dressing 
 
There’s an old joke that the “secret sauce” at a lot of
burger joints is basically thousand island dressing, which
is usually true. So, if you see something like “special
sauce” or “secret sauce” on the menu, chances are, it’s a
mayo-based sauce similar to, if not exactly like, thousand
island dressing. 
 
Of course, restaurants will disclose some of their secrets
for dietary concerns, so always ask to be sure if you see
something with this description before ordering. 
 
23. “Butter” olive oil and movie theater butter
 
I recently visited one of those fancy olive oil and vinegar
stores, and the lady working there at the time reminded
me that the butter-flavored olive oil was a great vegan
alternative to adding butter to popcorn. 
 
Oftentimes, the “butter” at a movie theater is the same
way - it’s butter-flavored but only contains oil. Ask at
movie theaters if they use real butter in their popcorn
before you chow down while watching the latest
blockbuster. 
 C H A P T E R
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24. Dark chocolate 
 
While my boyfriend loves all things vanilla, I am a tried
and true chocoholic. I am that stereotypical woman who
hits that time of the month, develops an insatiable
longing for chocolate, and eats it like it’s the antidote to a
poison seeping into my veins. 
 
What I’m trying to say is I love chocolate, especially with
peanut butter. But, I have to be careful when buying
chocolate, because so much of it contains milk. 
 
This is where dark chocolate, a far superior chocolate,
comes in. I love the rich, bold taste of dark chocolate
more than its milky cousin, and the bonus is that the
probability it is dairy-free is much higher. Look for bars
that are 60% or above, and you’re likely to find most
varieties are dairy-free. 
 
My personal favorite bars are Tabal, Chocolove, and
peanut butter cups from Justin’s and Theo. Generally, the
more you spend on a bar, the more you’ll get out of
eating it, and the longer it will last you, so don’t skimp on
the high-quality stuff. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There you have it, 24 (plus a couple) things that usually
don’t have dairy that may surprise you. Hopefully it helps
you navigate events where you have no control over the
menu with increased confidence!C H A P T E R
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ALL SORROWS
ARE LESS WITH

BREAD. 
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Despite our best efforts, dairy can sneak into our diets. Sometimes it
comes by surprise, when sometimes we eat something knowing we
may be taking a risk and suffering later.
 
 In an effort to protect all you lovely people, I’ve compiled a list of the 14
most surprising foods that can contain dairy. 
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1. Non-dairy creamer
 
I know, it’s right there in the name, “non-dairy,” so how
can these products contain dairy after all? While these
products might be suitable for people who can’t process
lactose, if you have trouble with milk protein, steer clear.
There tends to be casein in non-dairy creamers. 
 
Luckily, there are a ton of products on the market now
that are dairy-free, including ones by So Delicious,
Coffeemate, Califia Farms, Silk, and Ripple. 
 
2. Lunch meats 
 
This was one of those foods that caught me by surprise
early on. I ate a turkey sandwich from Bruegger’s, and
about 30 minutes later, I felt miserable. 
 
It turns out that some lunch meats contain milk for
texture or flavor enhancement. Proceed with caution! 
 
3. Bread 
 
While it’s normal for some breads to contain milk or
butter, like brioche, others may not be so obvious. 
 
Almost any variety of bread can contain milk. I’ve seen it
the most often in wheat breads, but make sure you read
the label before buying any new brand of bread. 
 
Sourdough, French, Italian, and white breads I find to be
dairy-free most often, but there are even exceptions to
this rule. 
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4. Potato chips and many gluten-free chips 
 
I am a lover, appreciator, and connoisseur of the potato.
When I’m traveling, I generally get a craving for fries at
some point. I love the potato in every form, but 
 
there’s a special place in my heart for the potato chip.
Unfortunately, not all chips love me back. While you can
find dairy-free versions of almost every flavor, including
Earth Balance’s cheddar & sour cream chips, be careful
with flavors like barbecue and salt & vinegar. I’ve noticed
milk ingredients in Lay’s, Pringles, and many other
brands. 
 
5. Beer 
 
Yes, beer! I always thought that specialty flavors of beer
were like flavored coffees - free of major allergens, mostly
achieved by either plant-based ingredients or chemicals.
 
I’m not sure why I never thought milk stout actually
contained milk, for example, but sadly, it does. I was a big
fan of some of the sweeter beers from Southern Tier, until
I realized I felt sick every time I drank them and learned
they were not dairy-free. 
 
You can steer clear from any dairy ingredients by sticking
to a vegan beer list, or just make sure you look up
product information before buying. 
 
Since allergen labeling isn’t required on beer, figure out a
way to look it up, especially if the beer has a dessert-like,
sweet, or creamy flavor description. 
 
6. Granola bars 
 
I mentioned that Nature Valley crunchy granola bars are
dairy-free, but many granola bars, including some of the
most popular ones in the cereal aisles, contain dairy. C H A P T E R
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7. Margarine 
 
Many margarines are dairy-free: Earth Balance and Smart
Balance, to name just a couple. However, just because
margarine is used as a butter substitute doesn’t mean it
has to be free of milk. 
 
Country Crock contains whey, Land o’ Lakes contains
buttermilk, and I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter, if you can
believe it, has “natural flavors” that apparently contain
milk, but what those natural flavors consist of will remain
a mystery, I suppose.
 
8. Some jams & similar spreads 
 
Every summer, I enjoy making homemade jam from fruit
I either picked myself or picked up from Tree-Ripe. One of
my most popular jam recipes is a peach vanilla bourbon
ginger jam. It gets snapped up quicker than anything
else I make. 
 
When I was looking for inspiration for jam recipes, I kept
running into a snag - most of the homemade peach jam
recipes included butter. It was the first time I had ever
seen that! Other spreads, like lemon curd, include butter
and egg.
 
9. Medications 
 
While it’s usually in amounts too small to provoke a
reaction, some medications do contain lactose to help
compress the pills. In fact, I know that some of my
prescriptions contain very small amounts. You should be
able to identify which of yours have lactose by the
“inactive ingredients” list. 
 
If you’ve been taking medications for a long time that
contain lactose with no obvious issues, you’re probably
fine. However, if you have a more serious intolerance or
allergy, you’ll need to find substitutes. 
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10. Fried foods 
 
While you can enjoy tartar sauce with your Friday night
fish fry (a Milwaukee staple), make sure your fried fish is
dairy-free. 
 
Many fried foods contain milk or butter, including some
recipes for deep-fried fish or chicken. While some
restaurants have dairy-free fried food (Culver’s chicken
tenders or many KFC fried chicken items come to mind),
milk and butter sneak into batters and sauces for fried
foods. 
 
I’ve noticed Panko-breaded foods are less likely to
contain dairy. 
 
11. Cereals
 
In the past few years, cereal has gone through several
transformations, mostly corresponding with diet trends. 
 
Back in the day, it was important that cereal stated it was
fortified with vitamins and minerals. Then, the types of
sugar cereal contained started to matter. Then, most
manufacturers added more whole grains to their
products. Now, most consumers want to know which
cereals are gluten-free. 
 
However, dairy-free cereals have never been a trendy
item. Many breakfast cereals are dairy-free as-is, but there
are a few I’ve run into over the years that are not safe,
including Special K and Honey Bunches of Oats.
 
Sometimes the generic version of a cereal is safe and a
brand name is not. Again, it all comes down to reading
each label. 
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12. Pizza sauce
 
Prepared pizza sauces can sometimes include Parmesan
or other cheeses. Like many of the foods on this list, I
learned this lesson the hard way. 
 
13. Instant coffee and artificial sweeteners 
 
While it’s not the norm, I have seen people report that
some artificial sweeteners and instant coffees can contain
lactose either for flavoring or texture. Keep your wits
about you! 
 
14. Dark chocolate 
 
And finally - I included this on the other list as well, but
wanted to drive home the message that while most dark
chocolates are dairy-free, some are decidedly not. 
 
If you didn’t spend too much on that bar of dark
chocolate, there is a greater chance it contains milk. The
more expensive bars will have fewer ingredients in
general. You can’t rely on percentage alone!
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Going into a big event where you don’t know the menu is a crapshoot
when you’re eating dairy-free. Weddings are extra tricky. 
 
Sometimes, you get a wedding invitation that politely asks you about
any potential dietary restrictions so that accommodations can be
made. These invites, for me, have been few and far between. 
 
Far more often, the RSVP is just so the to-be-wed couple knows the
head count. The guests are expected to be happy eating whatever is
served. 
 
This practice is totally fine! It’s their day, and they can decide how to
construct it however they please. But, this poses extra problems. 
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Granola bars 

Nuts 

Dried fruit 

Fresh fruit that can take a beating, like oranges and

apples 

Naturebox / Graze snacks 

Protein bars - I recommend Larabars, Go for Gold,

GoMacro, and Kind, depending on what you like 

Do I pack extra food, at the risk of looking like a weirdo, or
walk into a wedding empty-handed, with the possibility
I’ll either eat something that makes me sick or go
hungry? 
 
I run the risk of looking like an idiot every time, of course.
Here are a few things you should try to do so you don’t
have to drink all those open bar cocktails on an empty
stomach (I mean, they did spring for an open bar, didn’t
they? I sure hope so). 
 
Bring food in a cooler 
 
First, I should say, if you happen to be able to pack a
cooler and easily access it during the wedding, by all
means, bring some substantial food. 
 
Make yourself a sandwich or salad, or at the very least,
pack some hard-boiled eggs or protein shakes. Figure out
what you could eat inconspicuously, and possibly in your
car. 
 
If you don’t have a car with you, or trying not to draw too
much attention to yourself, choose from these items
when you’re packing your survival kit:
 
Pack non-perishables in a purse or bag 
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Instead of bothering the wedding party, talk to
the catering staff
 
Another option, before totally throwing in the towel, is to
ask the catering staff what they know about the menu.
Chances are, there’s someone directing everything who
will know what you can eat. 
 
Sometimes you can cobble together a meal between
what’s in your purse and what’s for dinner. Generally, I’ve
had luck finding salads, steamed vegetables, rolls, and
roasted potatoes at weddings that at least got me
through, and then supplemented with protein I brought
along. 
 
Bring your own dessert
 
Missing out on the wedding cake or special desserts is
always the part I hate the most, so to cheer myself up, I
sometimes bring along something sweet: a small bar of
dark chocolate, chocolate-covered almonds, protein balls,
or coconut macaroons are easy to pack. That way, I don’t
feel like I’m totally left out of the experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The best case scenario is that the couple has thought of
everyone, and there are plenty of options for you at the
wedding! Every time this has happened for me has been
a pure delight. I have been able to enjoy taco bars, vegan
ravioli, amazing St. Lucian food, and more at some of the
most fun weddings for the best people in my life. Still, it’s
always good to be prepared. 
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I wanted to take a few pages to discuss the separate issue of traveling
while dairy-free. Being prepared for a one-day event like a wedding is
one thing, but traveling to another state or country is another.
 
While there are some things you can do to be ready for both scenarios,
traveling brings with it some extra challenges I wanted to take a
moment to cover.
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Picking the right airline 
 
I can’t stress this enough: If you’re traveling a long
distance, in a span of time that would mean you’re eating
at least one meal on the plane, do your research before
booking with the airline. Pick one that takes your dietary
needs seriously. In 2016, I flew with American Airlines
from Chicago to London. All the information I was able to
find online seemed just fine: They mentioned that special
diet meals were available, and as long as you called and
made the plans ahead of time, they would be available on
the flight. 
 
Spoiler alert: It was not fine. I called more than once to
ensure I was going to be able to get vegan meals on the
way there and back, to which they said, no problem, but
kept using the term “vegetarian.” When I asked about the
terminology, they assured me that the vegetarian and
vegan meals were one in the same. That should have
been my first clue that something would go wrong. 
 
I’ll spare you all the details. For those, you can go to my
blog post all about it. In short, none of the meals on either
flight were 100 percent vegan, and most of the items
were not dairy-free. Cheese and butter everywhere. I filed
a complaint with the airline and received a $100 gift card
that I ended up passing on to my parents. 
 
Do your research and be insistent with airlines that don’t
specify their menu items online. Don’t expect them to
have a meal for you, even if they say they will. Pack non-
liquid foods in your carry-on to eat just in case. Don’t be
like me, the person who broke down on a shuttle back
home because all she had to eat for 8 hours was pretzels
and an overpriced apple pie from McDonald’s at
midnight. 
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Researching food options at airports 
 
Before you get to the airports you’ll be traveling through,
do your research there, too. I’ve found a ton of dairy-free
options at airports, but it helps to know where to look
before you get there, especially when you’re tired from
traveling and ready to throw in the towel. 
 
Some airports have more options than others: LaGuardia
has been renovating their terminals, and the last time I
traveled through, I found plenty of dairy-free and vegan
options. Denver has a lot to offer, and so does Las Vegas.
You may find that where you want to eat is farther away
from your gate, so plan accordingly. 
 
Researching food options near your final
destination
 
I remember watching a Lewis Black documentary where
he said he needs to know what he’s eating in the next city
he’s visiting before he gets there, and I’ve never felt so
understood. I love researching vegan restaurants that are
close to where I’m staying. I generally search for vegan,
knowing that if they have those options, they’ll have food
I can eat. 
 
I used to joke that I could live in any city that had great
vegan donuts, cupcakes, and pizza, plus mini golf,
karaoke, and good book stores. This joke is about 99
percent true. 
 
Use the “search nearby” function on Google Maps to
scope out the restaurants near your hotel or AirBnB. I’m
writing most of this eBook from an AirBnB in Iowa, for
example, and I’ve found some really cool vegan options
nearby, including a place that has build-your-own pizza
options, and a bakery that had a wide variety of dairy-free
loaves and bagels. Dreaming about the food I’m going to
eat on a trip is one of my favorite parts of traveling. 
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Don’t forget about grocery stores 
 
If you’re going to be staying somewhere with at the least,
a fridge, and at the most, a full kitchen, don’t discount
using local grocery stores to get the food you need. 
 
I love visiting grocery stores in other cities, especially in
foreign countries, to see what dairy-free products they
sell. When I was in Madrid, I was able to pick up some soy
yogurts and granola to snack on for breakfast, which
saved quite a few euros. 
 
Munich, it turns out, is a very vegan-friendly city. I picked
up some pastries and then some other staples at a store
inside a train station. St. Lucian cuisine isn’t that dairy-
centric to begin with, and I picked up produce, bread,
and eggs, among a few other things, that lasted me most
of my trip, and only cost $27 USD. 
 
So, all my advice boils down to doing your research, but
the more prepared you are to travel, the more you can
focus on the fun of the trip, and not agonize so much
about finding food you can eat. 
 
Eventually, you’ll have spots you’ll think about returning
to on future trips. I know that’s the case for me in
Toronto, Chicago, New York, LA, Minneapolis, Austin, and
just about everywhere else I’ve traveled. Now, go and eat
around the globe!
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MY FAVORITE
FOOD IS CAKE.
WHAT KIND OF

CAKE?
IT DOESN'T

MATTER. 
ALL CAKE.

JENNY HAN
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Navigating restaurants with a dietary restriction can make you feel like
such a picky jerk. You have to scrutinize the menu, ask a lot of
questions, and look like one of those customers. You know the ones,
like Meg Ryan in When Harry Met Sally. Nobody wants to be Sally. 
 
That’s why I love when I can go to a restaurant and not feel picky or
neurotic asking questions about the menu. I’m even happier when the
menu is already laid out, and I have a plethora of options in front of me.
 
Luckily, Milwaukee has a number of fabulous restaurants for people
who are looking for dairy-free spots. I tried to narrow it down, and I
came to a list of the 16 sweetest places to get dairy-free food in the city.
 
If you ever come to Milwaukee, or if you’re a local, I hope you check
them out and love them as much as I do. 
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1. Beerline Cafe 
 
Beerline is an all-vegetarian restaurant. Most of the food
on the menu can be made vegan, and there are also lots
of gluten-free options. You can satisfy a lot of people with
this restaurant. My meat-eating dad likes this place, so
you can convince the carnivores in your life to give it a try,
too! 
 
The breakfast items are the true stars on the menu, like
all the awesome crepes, but I love the BLATz and the
vegan mac and cheese, too, so they get honorable
mentions. 
 
2. Vanguard 
 
If you’re in the mood for sausages and craft cocktails,
there’s no better place than Vanguard. They have strong
and tasty cocktails on tap, handmade sausages, and
droolworthy sides. You won’t have trouble finding dairy-
free, vegetarian, and vegan options. 
 
I love the pretzel with vegan cheese, the ginger tofu side,
and the Thaibreaker with vegan chorizo. 
 
3. Odd Duck 
 
What follows is not an exaggeration: Odd Duck is my
favorite restaurant in Milwaukee, and perhaps the planet.
This small-plate treasure has an ever-changing menu,
with an equal number of animal and vegetable-based
plates. If you can eat goat and sheep cheese, you’ll always
find at least one on the daily menus. 
 
Tell your server about your dietary restrictions, and they’ll
come back with a custom menu tailored to your needs,
with absolutely zero fuss. I have never felt more normal
and understood than when I’ve eaten at Odd Duck. Plus,
the atmosphere is really cozy and romantic. 
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4. Urban Beets 
 
While I was writing this eBook, I found out that Urban
Beets’ downtown location was closing, which is such a
shame! However, there is still a Wauwatosa location you
can visit, and you should. 
 
Urban Beets prides itself on whole, unprocessed foods,
perfect for vegan, gluten-free, or raw diets. Their plant-
based dishes are to die for! The Buddha bowl is soooo
good. I’d also suggest the Sunrise Sammy for breakfast. 
 
5. Riverwest Co-Op
 
The Riverwest Co-Op is one of my favorite places to get
vegan comfort food. They have pancakes bigger than
your head, ooey gooey grilled cheese sandwiches, and
ridiculously good vegan phillies. 
 
The restaurant is attached to a co-op, so while you wait
for your meal to be ready, you can shop for groceries and
pick up a beverage. 
 
6. Cafe India 
 
Cafe India will change your mind on the quality of
restaurants in gas stations, if nothing else. Now with two
locations, Cafe India serves up some of the best Indian
food I’ve eaten in the city, with the added bonus of
having ample vegan options. 
 
While a lot of Indian food is vegetarian, it’s hard to avoid
ghee. I love that all vegan options are marked, and I can
get almost anything I would want to try made vegan.
Plus, they always include a couple vegan options in their
lunch buffets. 
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7. On the Bus 
 
This restaurant is one of those, I can’t believe this wasn’t
always in our city, kind of places. Whether you’re looking
for shakes, fancy toast, grilled sandwiches, or ice cream,
you’ll find mouthwatering options here. I love the date
shakes, the BLT, and the almond banana toast. 
 
Everything on the menu is vegan, and a case by the
checkout has items you can take to go, like vegan cheese
slices, vegan meringues, and pints of ice cream. I should
also mention, the store is a bus inside the Milwaukee
Public Market. You can’t miss it. 
 
8. Strange Town 
 
Another all-vegan joint, Strange Town is the kind of place
you take your date who lives for intimate ambiance, a
stellar wine list, and crowd-pleasing shareable plates. My
boyfriend and I have been on a mission to drink as many
orange wines as possible, and Strange Town always has a
few. 
 
9. Comet Cafe 
 
You can’t make a list like this without including a Diners,
Drive-Ins, and Dives feature! When I lived nearby, I went
to Comet Cafe probably too frequently. I love the diner
atmosphere, the vegan versions of greasy comfort food,
the fries, oh my god, the fries. 
 
A couple of my favorite meals have slowly disappeared
from the menu over the years, including the BELT made
with vegan bacon, but anywhere you can get vegan
biscuits and gravy is worth mentioning. 
 
While I don’t live as close as I used to, it’s fun to go in
every once in a while and remember what my life was like
when I first moved to the city. 
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10. The National 
 
If I could pick one restaurant in Milwaukee that feels like
how I want my dream home to feel like, I’d pick The
National. There’s something about the way light streams
in, especially at the window seats, that is so welcoming.
 
 I really don’t move out of my comfort zone much here - I
found something on the menu and I just keep coming
back to it - but all vegan, vegetarian, and gluten-free
options are clearly marked.
 
The National makes a great omelet, and pairing it with
coffee and a Sportea is my idea of a perfect brunch. One
of these days, I’m going to try their vegan French toast. 
 
11, 12, & 13. Dairy-free Pizza in Milwaukee at Ian’s,
Transfer, and Classic Slice 
 
At first, I tried to make this chapter a tidy Top 10 list. That
quickly fell apart once I started thinking about all the
awesome food I’d regret leaving off the list. To start
wrapping up, I’ll talk about the three best places to get
pizza in the city. Depending on what you’re after, one of
these joints will fit the bill. 
 
Ian’s Pizza is a mostly local chain, with locations in
Milwaukee, Madison, Denver, and Seattle. They serve
pizza by the slice, salads, breadsticks, and some sweet
treats like churro chow. 
 
I can’t speak to the other locations, but in Milwaukee, you
can get vegan slices every day - they usually have a
couple to choose from. If you’re really hungry, or feeding
a group, you can also order anything off their menu as a
whole pie. Featured pizzas change monthly. 
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Transfer Pizzeria has a unique location - it’s set in an old
corner pharmacy. Transfer’s pizza crusts ride that line
between thin and crispy and thick and doughy perfectly.
Not only can you get vegan cheese or goat cheese here,
you can also order gluten-free crusts. Come on half-off
wine nights, get a lunch deal, or catch some live music.
This is less of a quick carry-out pizza place and more of a
sit-down restaurant. 
 
Classic Slice is where you want to go when you’re looking
to take your pizza by the slice up a notch. I don’t even
know if they should be legally allowed to call these
servings slices, because they’re probably bigger than
personal pan pizzas. 
 
I love that Classic Slice has vegan cheese and toppings,
plus I can build my own slice instead of relying on
whatever has already been made like at Ian’s. The vegan
cheesy breadstix are a nice complement to the slices, and
you can usually find some vegan desserts in the case by
the register. 
 
14 & 15. Dairy-Free Donuts - Holey Moley & East
Side Ovens 
 
Like I said in the travel chapter, I love finding vegan
donuts and vegan pizza in new cities and trying them
out. Lucky us that we have two places to get vegan
donuts in Milwaukee! 
 
Holey Moley offers a wide variety of donuts, both cake
and yeast, every day. You can usually find a handful of
vegan options on any given morning. Don’t wait too long
to get there - the shop closes relatively early, and once
they’re out of a flavor, they’re out.
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East Side Ovens is an all-vegan bakery that is a lot more
than donuts. I buy from East Side Ovens when I need
something sweet to share and don’t have time to bake.
Their pecan sandies are to die for. 
 
You can get huge muffins, scones, cookies, and yes,
donuts. The bakery also makes loaves of bread and savory
goodies like vegan tamales, Sloppy Joes, and pot pies.
What’s not to like?
 
16. Bombay Sweets 
 
Ending this Sweet 16 list the only way I know how, my last
nod needs to go to Bombay Sweets, an essential stop for
anyone looking to grab a quick bite of almost any Indian
dish they can imagine. Bombay Sweets boasts an
impressive menu, laid out on the wall when you enter. 
 
The restaurant is completely vegetarian, and if you ask,
they can point you in the direction of vegan options. I
have a lot of fond memories of Bombay Sweets from my
childhood. I used to frequent a music store close by, and
my dad and I would stop in there and get food when we
had time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I could really go on, but I’ll stop there. If you haven’t been
to Milwaukee before, I hope this gets you motivated to
come by! We really have some special restaurants here,
and the food keeps getting better in the city every year. 
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CAKES ARE LIKE
BOOKS: THERE
ARE NEW ONES
YOU WANT TO

READ AND OLD
FAVORITES YOU

WANT TO REREAD.

ELLEN ROSE
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Milk alternatives are so much bigger than soy milk these days. I
remember going to the small co-ops and health food stores to get soy
milk, and sometimes almond or rice milk. Now, there are so many 
non-dairy options, it’s hard to know what to pick! 
 
To help you decide what to substitute in recipes you’d like to make
dairy-free, I’ve compiled some basic nutrition information for some of
the most popular milk alternatives available today. 
 
In general, you can use any of these non-dairy products to replace milk
in your recipes. Most of them have about the same consistency, with
small differences in taste. What you choose may come down to what
flavors you like, what foods you can and can’t eat, or what you’re
looking for nutrition-wise from the product. 
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If you’re looking for something to replace whipped
cream, heavy cream, condensed milk, or evaporated milk,
you’re going to want to use something like coconut
cream or canned coconut milk. If you want to replace
whole milk or 2 percent, you can use something like
coconut milk in a carton, oat milk, or cashew milk. For 1
percent milk or skim, opt for the other milks on this list.
Taste test, experiment, and see what you like best.  
 
All the nutrition information I gathered came from the
FDA’s Food Data Central, and is representative of 100g of
the beverage. I tried to find sugar-free products where
possible, but the only flax hemp milks listed contained
brown rice syrup. Outside of that, the measures should be
fairly comparable. 
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Substitute Calories Protein Fat Carbs Fiber Sugar

Coconut 
cream

197 1.64g 19.67g 3.28g 0g 0g

Coconut 
(can) 165 2.53g 13.92g 5.06g 0g 3.8g

Coconut
(carton)

53 0.67g 3g 5.33g 1.3g 0.67g

Oat 50 1.25g 2.08g 6.67g 0.8g 2.92g

Cashew 66 1.9g 4.65g 4.44g 0.8g 1.27g

Soy  33 2.92g 1.67g 1.67g 0.4g 0.42g

Almond 17 0.42g 1.25g 0.83g 0.4g 0.42g

Macadamia 15 0g 1.46g 0.42g 0.4g 0g

Flax Hemp 
(sweetened)

19 0.83g 1.25g 2.5g 0g 0.42g

http://bit.ly/2Hern5j


FOOD, LIKE A
LOVING TOUCH

OR A GLIMPSE OF
DIVINE POWER,

HAS THAT ABILITY
TO COMFORT.”

NORMAN KOLPAS
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If you’re vegan, want to cut down on eggs for health reasons, have an
intolerance, or want your dishes to be more vegan-friendly, you’re in
luck! 
 
I oftentimes cook without eggs, to turn my baked goods from merely
dairy-free to vegan, to accommodate more dietary restrictions. Plus,
sometimes I don’t like the way eggs taste in baked goods. 
 
So, on the next page, you'll find a list of 14 things you can use to
substitute one egg in your recipes Some will work better in some
recipes than others. Use your best judgment, thinking about flavor and
consistency of each, and try them out!
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Substitute Amount equal to 1 egg

Applesauce 1/4 cup

Ener-g Egg
1 1/2 tsp powder + 
2 tbsp warm water

Bob's Red Mill egg replacer 1 tbsp powder + 2 tbsp water

Flax egg 
(blended or ground flaxseed) 1 tbsp flax + 3-4 tbsp water

Banana 1/2 banana

Chia seeds 1 tbsp chia seeds + 1/3 cup water

Agar agar 1 tbsp agar agar + 1 tbsp water

Peanut butter 3 tbsp

Tofu (silken) 1/4 cup blended

Cornstarch 2 tbsp starch + 3 tbsp water

Baking powder, water, and oil
2 tbsp ea. of baking powder &

water + 1 tbsp oil

Chickpea flour 3 tbsp flour + 3 tbsp water

Arrowroot powder
2 tbsp arrowroot + 

3 tbsp water

Soy protein
1 tbsp protein + 

3 tbsp water



TO EAT IS A
NECESSITY, BUT

TO EAT
INTELLIGENTLY 

IS AN ART.

FRANÇOIS  DE LA ROCHEFOUCAULD
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Did you know that if you have a hard time digesting cow dairy
products, you may end up having better luck with goat and sheep
products? 
 
I was lucky enough to have a roommate suggest I try goat cheese
about 12 years ago. Now I enjoy goat and sheep cheeses along with
plant-based cheese. 
 
So, what’s the science behind it? Why might goat and sheep milk work
for you?
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First off, goat milk has a different protein structure than
cow milk. If you have trouble with casein and whey, like I
do, you could have an easier time with goat milk’s protein
structure. I noticed that even after buying lactose-free
products, I’d still feel sick, so I cut out cow milk protein
from my diet as well. 
 
Goat cheese has lower levels of lactose and lower levels of
A1 casein. It instead has mainly A2 casein, which usually
causes less inflammation and allergic symptoms. You
may want to start with hard goat cheeses, as those
contain less lactose than soft cheeses, and move up from
there. That’s the case with all types of cheese; hard is
going to be easier for you to digest than soft. 
 
Goat cheese also has smaller fat molecules than cow
cheese, making it easier to digest. It is lower in saturated
fat, lower in calories, and higher in protein, so making the
swap is even healthier for you. I pulled data from the FDA
again to compare nutritional values of goat, sheep, and
cheese milks. 
 
Here are the results per 100ml from Food Data Central: 
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Type of milk Cow (whole) Goat Sheep

Calories

Protein

Fat

Saturated Fat

Cholesterol

61

3.15g

3.25g

1.865g

10mg

42

3.33g

1.04g

0.62g

4mg

100

5.42g

5.83g

4.17g

21mg

http://bit.ly/38fOQPM
http://bit.ly/2OGd9i5
http://bit.ly/2Hern5j


I decided to try sheep cheese a couple years after I had a
good idea of how much goat cheese I could handle. I
pulled some of this information from a sheep dairy
company, so take it all with a grain of salt, but they report
that sheep’s milk is the most nutritious. From what I
found on the FDA’s site, it definitely has the most protein
out of the three, but is also higher in fat and cholesterol.
However, Woodlands Dairy’s site said that people who
have problems with goat or cow dairy may have better
luck with sheep. 
 
So, if you’re vegetarian, and you miss eating cheese, start
slow and small. Test some hard goat and cow cheeses to
see how you handle them, and build up from there! 
 
One quick side note before I close this chapter: If you find
that goat and sheep milk products work well for you,
traveling to countries where you can find a wide variety of
cheeses made from sheep and goat milks could be a fun
way to plan some trips! 
 
I have been to Spain twice, and you can find manchego,
chevre, Idiazabal, murcia al vino, and more just about
everywhere. Australia, France, and Italy appear to have a
lot of goat cheese to choose from, and many
Mediterranean countries produce sheep cheeses. 
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THOUGH THEIR
LIFE WAS MODEST,
THEY BELIEVED IN

EATING WELL.

JAMES JOYCE
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While I’ve covered this in bits and pieces in other chapters, I wanted to
give a special shout-out to a few products that can help dairy-free folks
imitate their favorite foods with greater success. 
 
These are ingredients I’ve used a lot in my cooking and baking over the
years. I knew I needed to add a brief chapter mentioning how they can
help you make your foods taste more like the ones you might miss. 
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Nutritional Yeast 
 
You may have seen nutritional yeast sitting by the
popcorn fixings at your local independent movie theater,
or maybe you have a friend who brings some along with
them in a little container. We all have a friend that does
stuff like that, don’t we? 
 
Nutritional yeast, or “nooch,” as many people call it, is
popular due in part to its cheesy taste. Yes, it tastes pretty
good on popcorn, but you can also use nooch to add a
cheesy taste to alfredo sauce, mac and cheese, nacho
cheese dip, and kale chips, to name just a few. 
 
Coconut milk & coconut cream 
 
It’s not easy getting the right thickness when you can’t use
heavy cream in your cooking and baking. Using coconut
cream or coconut milk can get you there. These cans are
perfect or baking and all kinds of desserts, as well as curries. 
 
I have used coconut cream to create whipped cream
topping, canned coconut milk for pumpkin pie, threw some
into baked goods and smoothies for some added richness,
you name it. These products are versatile, relatively
affordable, and decadent. 
 
When I was on a restricted diet recently, I even took a few
spoonfuls of coconut cream and whipped them together
with a few spices to make a simple, but sinful, dessert. 
 
Cashews 
 
Cashews have really had their time in the sun lately, and
for good reason. They can transform into so many
different foods. I have seen recipes for cashew whipped
cream, cashew cheese, ice cream, nog, and more. What
can’t cashews do? 
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LET FOOD BE THY
YOUR MEDICINE

HIPPOCRATES
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There isn’t just one reason why people decide to go dairy-free. Whether
it’s an intolerance, an allergy, an ethical or environmental decision, or
because of a health problem, people arrive at that choice due to a
number of factors. 
 
However, if you have had trouble consuming dairy in the past, and
you’re not sure what’s at the bottom of it, there may be some things to
look into. Here are some conditions the Mayo Clinic correlates with
people who have trouble with dairy.
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Lactose intolerance 
 
With lactose intolerance, you’ll probably feel the effects of
lactose within 30 minutes to 2 hours. You may experience
cramping, bloating, gas, diarrhea, nausea, or vomiting. 
 
There are three types of lactose intolerance, so
understanding which type you might have (genetically
determined, coming after an illness/surgery/injury, or
congenital), can help you figure out whether you can
improve your symptoms. 
 
SIBO 
 
SIBO (small intestinal bacterial overgrowth) occurs when
there isn’t sufficient movement in the small intestine, and
too much bacteria builds up. I was recently diagnosed
with SIBO, and most diets I have researched that work to
combat the condition recommend little to no dairy. 
 
SIBO can also be caused by several conditions, so
knowing whether you have it could get you another step
closer to additional diagnoses. 
 
IBS 
 
Irritable bowel syndrome affects the large intestine, and
shares a lot of symptoms with lactose intolerance. Many
different factors cause IBS, and many foods and
situations can trigger symptoms. 
 
The better you understand your IBS, the more you can
control and predict it. 
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Dairy allergy 
 
A dairy allergy is a much more dangerous condition than
being lactose intolerant. Your body will cause an allergic
reaction that can include small annoyances like rashes to
more serious matters like trouble breathing and passing
out. 
 
For example, while I would classify myself as having a
more serious intolerance to milk, because I can’t
consume casein or whey, my symptoms do not fall under
an allergy. 
 
Celiac Disease
 
Celiac disease is an immune condition where your small
intestine can be damaged by consuming gluten. It can
develop at any age and carry some pretty serious
additional health risks. 
 
Some people who develop celiac disease may also
damage their small intestine to the point they’ll become
lactose intolerant. 
 
Crohn’s Disease 
 
Crohn’s disease can also cause similar symptoms to
lactose intolerance, but on a more severe scale.
Inflammation in your digestive tract can even cause, on
top of pain and digestive issues, weight loss and
malnutrition. 
 
Crohn’s appears to be an immune or hereditary condition,
but doctors still don’t know for sure. Much like celiac
disease, since Crohn’s can damage your small intestine, it
can also cause lactose intolerance.
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I have also heard from people who have autoimmune or
other chronic conditions that they believe dairy had an
inflammatory affect on their bodies, and when they cut it
out of their diet, they felt much better. 
 
While I’m in no way a medical professional, I wanted to
offer some ideas based on research as to what might be
going on in your body. It may be important to you to get
to the bottom of what’s going on and talk to your doctor
or other medical professional you trust about your
symptoms. If you still don’t know what’s at the root of
your issue, track your symptoms, request diagnostic
screenings, and try to get the answers that will help you
treat your gut in the best way you can. 
 
For example, I was recently diagnosed with SIBO. If I take
probiotics right now, I may generate more bad bacteria
as well as good, so I need to stay away from them for a
while. However, I was previously diagnosed with IBS, a
condition that came along with recommendations to
take probiotics from a former doctor. If I didn’t better
understand my condition, I would have real trouble
managing my symptoms. 
 
You owe it to yourself to get to the bottom of your
symptoms, no pun intended. 
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FIRST WE EAT,
THEN WE DO
EVERYTHING

ELSE.

M.F .K .  F ISHER
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Some day, I hope to dedicate an entire book to only recipes. I seem to
have inherited from my maternal grandmother a kind of obsession over
cookbooks. A couple years ago, I inherited a number of hers, and to my
delight, I learned that she read them like novels. She marked up the
recipes she wanted to try, reviewed the ones she did, made notes about
substitutions, changes, and who liked what. 
 
Between her cookbooks and all her recipe cards, I have been able to
see our similarities in our love and appreciation of food as a means to
nourish literally, intellectually, and creatively.
 
I didn't feel right closing out this book without at least a few recipes.
The following pages have a few of my favorites I've published on the
blog so far. 
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Vegan Peach
Pancakes
Perfect during the peak of
summertime

1 1/2 cups flour 

3 1/2 tsp baking powder 

1 tsp salt 

1 tbsp sugar 

1 1/4 cups light  

 coconut milk

1/4 cup applesauce

3 tbsp Earth Balance,

melted 

Diced peaches 

Sift together the dry ingredients
in a large bowl (flour, baking
powder, salt, and sugar). 

Make a well in the middle of the
bowl and add in the wet
ingredients (coconut milk,
applesauce, and Earth Balance).
Combine again. 
Fold in the diced peaches.

Pour 1/4 cup worth of batter at a
time into a greased griddle or
frying pan on medium. Heat
until you see large bubbles
forming on the top, then flip. 

01

02

03

Heat until brown and serve with
powdered sugar and maple
syrup. 

04
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Harvest Chai
Steel-Cut Oats
One of my breakfast staples

4 cups oats

1 1/4 cups water

1/2 cup golden raisins 

1/2 cup dried cranberries

2 apples, diced

1/4 cup maple syrup     

 or agave 

Liberal amounts of   

 chai spice

1/2 cup chopped walnuts

Put the oats and water in a pot
with a couple dashes of salt and
bring to a boil. After it's boiling,
bring the temperature down to
low and cook for about 5 min.

Once most of the water has
cooked down, add in the raisins,
cranberries, apples, syrup, chai
spice, and walnuts. Mix well.

Spoon into individual 8 oz. jars,
seal tightly, and leave on the
counter either overnight or for
at least a couple hours. 

01

02

03

When you're ready for a quick
and easy breakfast, pop in the
microwave for 90 seconds (lid
off, of course) and enjoy! 

04
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Cherry Berry
Smoothie
A quick and easy breakfast for
when you're on-the-go

2 cups water 

2 cups spinach

1 cup frozen blueberries

1 cup frozen cherries 

2 bananas

Put the water and spinach in a
blender. Blend the spinach for
about 10-15 seconds. 

Add the rest of the fruit and
blend until smooth. 
Serve immediately. 
Makes 2 big smoothies. 

01

02
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Homemade
Granola
Great every morning or as a gift!

5 cups rolled oats

1/4 tsp salt 

1/4 cup flax seeds 

1/2 cup sunflower seeds

1/2 cup walnuts 

1/2 cup almonds 

1 tsp pumpkin pie spice

3 tbsp brown sugar 

1/3 cup agave/maple syrup

1 tsp vanilla 

1/4 cup melted coconut oil

1 tsp vanilla extract

1/4 cup dried cranberries 

1/4 cup dried blueberries 

1/4 cup golden raisins 

In one small to medium bowl: 

Save for the end 

Preheat the oven to 300
degrees. Mix together
ingredients from the rolled oats
through the brown sugar. Stick
to raw, unroasted nuts if
possible. Feel free to substitute!

Mix together the syrup, vanilla,
coconut oil, and vanilla extract
in a smaller bowl. Take this bowl
and pour it over the first batch
of ingredients. Stir together. 

Lay out the granola on cookie
sheets in the thinnest layer you
can. Cookie sheets with higher
edges work better for this. 

01

02

03

Put the cookie trays in the oven
and bake for about 15 minutes.
Remove from the oven and mix
around. Stick back in the oven
for 5-10 minutes until
adequately toasted. 

04
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Vegan Pesto 
Vegan pesto? Yes, please!

5 cups basil

1/4 cup walnuts

1/4 cup pine nuts

9 cloves chopped garlic

salt & pepper 

1 cup olive oil 

1/2 container

vegan Parmesan 

Start by putting the walnuts in a
food processor with the pine
nuts and garlic, and process for
15 seconds. 

01
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Add the basil, salt, and pepper.
Slowly add the olive oil into the
food processor while it's
running, until the mixture is
pureed. 

02

Finally, add the half container of
Parmesan, puree until it's well-
incorporated, and use
immediately on pasta!

03



INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Vegan Alfredo 
Put nutritional yeast to work!

Solid portion of coconut

milk in the can

1/4 cup nutritional yeast

6 fresh basil leaves 

2 cloves garlic, minced

salt & pepper 

Pour all ingredients into the
food processor. Tear up the basil
leaves a bit before throwing in. 

Blend until smooth, and warm
up over the stove before
pouring over pasta. 

01
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Grilled Pizza
A fun and surprisingly easy
summer meal

Fresh pizza dough   

 (recipe here)

Toppings of choice

Sauce, olive oil, or both

Extra olive oil for grill

Flour

Example: roma tomato,

basil, vegan mozzarella 

Clean the grill. Put all burners to
high heat. While it's heating up,
roll out your dough, flouring it
so it doesn't stick to your hands.
Place the dough on cooking
sheets or pizza stones. Prep all
the ingredients you'll add to
your pizza. 

Take some olive oil and dab it on
a paper towel. Carefully wipe the
oil on the grill. Even if you only
get a little oil on the grill, if
you've floured the dough well,
the pizza shouldn't stick. 

Slide the pizza dough on the
grill and close the top. Let cook
for two minutes. Flip the dough
over and slide back on the sheet
or a plate. Close the grill. 

01
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Top your pizza with sauce, olive
oil, toppings, and slide back on
the grill. Lower the heat to
medium-low and close the
cover once more. Cook for 2-4
minutes, until the other side of
the dough is cooked, and
cheese of choice is melted.
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Vegan
Wellingtons
Easy to prepare and store for
future dinners

Celebration roast 

2 packages crescent rolls

Wax paper and container

or bag for freezer storage 

     (by Field Roast)

Preheat oven to 425 degrees.
Make sure to defrost the
Celebration Roast enough so
that you can cut six slices. 

Pop open the crescent rolls and
use 2 triangles to wrap each
slice. Roll them out with the
rolling pin and place the slice in
the middle. Wrapping at a slight
diagonal works best. 

Use the extra crescent rolls as a
side for another meal or add
melted vegan butter and
cinnamon sugar for an easy
dessert. 

01

02

03

Bake the wellingtons you want
to eat for dinner for 20 minutes,
checking and flipping midway
through. Take the other ones,
wrap in waxed paper, and store
in the freezer for another time!
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Garlic mashed
potatoes
One of my most popular 
holiday side dishes 

2 pounds red potatoes,

cut into quarters 

5 cloves garlic, minced 

2 tbsp olive oil

4 tbsp butter 

1/4 cup soy milk

1/4 cup vegan sour cream 

salt & pepper 

Scrub the red potatoes
thoroughly. Cut into quarters
and put into boiling water. 
Boil for 20-25 minutes. 

While they're boiling, saute
minced garlic in a frying pan
with the olive oil on medium
heat for 2-3 minutes. Take off
the heat and set aside.

Once the potato skins are
separating a bit from the
potatoes, but not too soft the
potatoes are falling apart,
they're ready. Drain the water
and put them in a bowl. Add the
butter and garlic right away,
plus salt and pepper, and 
start mashing. 

01
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Once the potatoes are broken
down into small crumbles, add
the sour cream and milk and
mash some more. The potatoes
should be fluffy after a couple
minutes of mashing.
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Sweet potato
casserole
The ideal Thanksgiving side

3 medium sweet potatoes,

cut into cubes 

2 granny smith apples, 

1 cup golden raisins

1 cup brown sugar

 1/2 cup vegan buttery

sticks (Earth Balance) 

1 tsp cinnamon

1/4 tsp each of cloves,

ginger, and nutmeg

1/2 tsp salt

1 cup walnuts

cut into cubes

Preheat the oven to 350
degrees. Bring some water in a
dutch oven to a boil. Boil the
sweet potatoes for 10 minutes.
Rinse in cold water and drain. 

Move the sweet potatoes into a
large bowl with the apples. Add
golden raisins to the bowl and
mix. Spoon into a large casserole
dish (9x13 should work). 

Place the brown sugar, vegan
butter, cinnamon, and spices in
a frying pan. Bring to a boil and
stir occasionally for one minute.
Add the walnuts and coat,
boiling for one more minute
before removing from heat. 
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Pour the sauce over the sweet
potato mixture in the casserole
dish. Bake for 45 minutes. 
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Dairy-Free
Chex Mix
The side I make for every party

9 cups Chex (3 cups each

of wheat, corn, and rice)

1 cup pretzels 

1 cup mixed nuts 

1 cup rye chips

6 tbsp Earth Balance

2 tablespoons

Worcestershire sauce or

soy sauce, if you're vegan 

1 tsp seasoned salt 

1 tsp Creole seasoning 

Preheat the oven to 250
degrees. Mix all of the dry
ingredients together in a big
bowl. 

Melt the Earth Balance in the
microwave and then add the
Worcestershire sauce and
seasonings. 

Pour the melted butter into a
casserole dish or large roasting
pan (I usually split mine up
between two Pyrex dishes) and
add the Chex mix to the pan.
Get as evenly coated as you can,
then put in the oven. 
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Bake for one hour, coming back
to stir every 15 minutes. 04
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Hummus
Why buy hummus when you can
make your own? 

Juice from 1 lemon 

1/4 cup tahini

Can of chickpeas (15 oz)

Minced garlic - at least 3

Olive oil 

Cumin

Salt 

Paprika

Mix the lemon juice and tahini
together for 10-15 seconds or
until combined. 

Throw in the chickpeas (drain
and rinse first), minced garlic, a
couple tablespoons of olive oil,
and a few shakes of cumin and
salt, and mix until smooth. 

Spoon into a bowl and drizzle
over more olive oil on top.
Sprinkle on some paprika for
picture-perfect hummus!
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Oatmeal
Raisin Cookies 
With chocolate chips and almonds

2 cups flour 

3/4 tsp ground cinnamon

1 tsp baking soda

1/2 tsp salt

3/4 cup softened vegan

buttery sticks 

3/4 cup brown sugar

1/2 cup applesauce

1 tsp vanilla 

2 cups rolled oats 

1 cup raisins 

1/2 cup chocolate chips

1/4 cup slivered almonds

Preheat the oven to 375
degrees. Mix together the flour,
baking soda, salt, and cinnamon
in a medium bowl. 

In a separate large bowl, mix
together the butter, sugars,
applesauce, and vanilla with a
hand mixer. Beat the flour
mixture into the wet mixture bit
by bit, then stir in the oats until
well-distributed. Fold in the
raisins, chocolate chips, 
and almonds.

Spray some cookie sheets lightly
and drop teaspoon-sized batter
onto the sheets, spaced out
evenly. Bake for 8-10 minutes or
until brown. Let cool on the
sheets before moving to
another container. 
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Bite-Sized
Cherry Pies
A quick and easy treat!

Crescent rolls 

Cherry pie filling 

Sugar

Preheat the oven to the
temperature suggested on your
package of crescent rolls,
generally between 350-375. 

Spray regular-sized muffin tins.
Lay crescent roll triangles in the
muffin tin, with the corners
poking outwards. Spoon some
cherry pie filling into the muffin
tin. I'm usually able to get 3-5
cherries in each pie. 

Fold the corners over the top.
Sprinkle sugar on the tops of the
mini cherry pies. Bake until light
brown, about 12 minutes. Let
cool enough to eat!
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Peanut Butter
Bars
It wouldn't be a set of Wisconsin
recipes without bars! 

1 1/4 cups vegan graham

cracker crumbs 

1 1/4 cups powdered sugar

2 tbsp agave nectar 

1 stick Earth Balance

buttery sticks (1/2 cup) 

1 cup chunky 

1 bag vegan chocolate

chips (12 oz) 

1 tbsp Earth Balance to

melt with chocolate 

peanut butter 

Process graham crackers until
they are fine crumbs. I used
about one pack to get 1 1/4 cups. 

Pour in the powdered sugar.
Pulse together so they're
combined. Add in the agave,
melted Earth Balance, and
chunky peanut butter. Process
until you get a dough-like
mixture, a bit on the dry side. 

Line a 9x9 baking pan with
aluminum foil. You may want to
spray a little so it comes out
clean. Pour dough-like mixture
into this pan and pack it down.
Get it as flat as you can, using a
smaller rolling pin or rolling a
glass over it. 
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Take a small saucepan and
bring some water to a simmer.
Place a larger metal bowl over
the pot. Add in the chocolate
chips and Earth Balance and
mix until well melted. Pour over
the bars, smooth out, and then
put the bars in the fridge for at
least an hour before cutting. 

04



INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Homemade
Strawberry
Shortcake
These shortcake biscuits just
scream summer!

4 cups flour 

1 1/2 tsp salt

8 tsp baking powder

2 tbsp lemon zest

2 tbsp sugar

1/4 cup vegan Earth Balance

shortening 

1/4 cup vegan Earth Balance

buttery sticks

One 13.5 oz can 

2 tsp vanilla extract 

Extra buttery sticks & sugar

for brushing on biscuits

(start with 2 tbsp melted)

coconut milk

Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
Mix all dry ingredients in a large
bowl, through the sugar. Add in
butter and shortening by
cutting them in. 

Add in the can of coconut milk
and vanilla. The dough will be
fairly thick - this is what you
want. Form into balls and flatten
on a greased cookie sheet.
Brush with melted Earth
Balance and sprinkle with sugar
before putting in the oven. 

Bake until light brown, about 15
minutes. Eat shortcakes with
cut-up strawberries, or mashed,
if you prefer, and whipped
topping. I really like So Delicious
CocoWhip. 
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D A I R Y F R E E S T A T E . C O M

HUNGRY
FOR MORE?

You're in luck.  I 've compiled a mini
cookbook of  my al l -t ime favorite

hol iday recipes,  and just  for  picking
up this  eBook,  you get this  for  free!

 
Vis it  

dairyfreestate.com/holiday-recipes
to s ign up for  my newsletter  and get

your copy.  
 

Want to s ign up for  my newsletter?
Vis it  dairyfreestate.com/newsletter  to

join in the fun.  I  send a couple of
super-useful  emails  every month.

https://www.dairyfreestate.com/holiday-recipes
https://www.dairyfreestate.com/newsletter

